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Aims:
1. To explore how performers experience and understand audio, visual and haptic feedback in live 

electronic performance.
2. To draw upon both the composer’s and performer’s perspective toward the process of live 

electronic performance.
3. To suggest compositional approaches that reflect performers’ experience and understanding in 

live electronic performance.

Main Contribution:
Background: Musicians develop a sensory-feedback relationship with their acoustic instruments due to the 
existence of aural and haptic feedback (Tanaka 2000). However, both digital musical devices and 
performance situations involving live electronics do not provide the same level of feedback to their 
performers. As proposed by Chafe and O’Modhrain, adding haptic feedback to digital controllers should 
improve performers’ effectiveness when working with live electronics (Chafe 1993; O’Modhrain and Chafe 
2000).

Method: A single musical piece involving live electronics will be explored through a series of case studies, 
involving varying amounts and kinds of sensory input  given to the performer. Through reflective practice on 
behalf of the performer, the authors will investigate the role of audio, visual and haptic feedback on the solo 
performer’s experience in live electronic performance.

Results and Conclusions: Through examining the performer’s first-person experience of each of these 
sensory mediums as well as how the resulting musical output  is affected, we suggest and methods and 
considerations for composing and performing with live electronics. As an extension of Chafe and 
O’Modhrain’s views on the effectiveness of haptic feedback in live electronics, we suggest ways in which 
this might be successfully executed, in conjunction with other forms of sensory input.

Implications:
4. Explore the possibility of an intimate relationship between solo performer and live electronics, positively 

affecting the resulting performance.
5. Propose compositional and performative strategies to most effectively utilise live electronics in 

performance.
6. Develop a greater understanding of the relationship between performers’ mental processes and their 

received sensory input.
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